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Software and product development union is succeeding on international markets 

since 2009. We’ve participated in creation of dozens of actual and high-rising 

products in different countries and regions. Currently our products are serving more 

than 10 000 000 retail customers and more than 15 000 corporate clients.  

We do use relevant technologies to create specific values at work: rapid integration 

and development, quality support, the absence of indirect fees.

ABOUT



PRODUCTS

BLOCKCHAIN  
REMOTE  

IDENTIFICATION

ONLINE BANKING 

PLATFORM

MOBILE BANKING  

PLATFORM

ONLINE EDUCATION 

PLATFORM

HRM PLATFORM

SELF-SERVICE 

KIOSKS PLATFORM



Our team do have deep background in business and IT. We’ve worked with government, 

military and private business. Our processes are agile and efficient, our technology stack is 

wide. We offer our ideas and experience to work in a partner-mode to create best-of-the-

show products together with our clients and friends.  

Project management execution, focused on delivering end-to-end transformation initiatives. 

Confidence is our word.

ABOUT



TECHNOLOGIES

iOS 

ANDROID 

WINDOWS MOBILE 

BLACKBERRY

RUBY ON RAILS 
.NET 

C++ 
JAVA 

ELIXIR / ERLANG

ELASTICSEARCH 
SPHINX

WebRTC
REDIS 

COUCHDB 
MONGODB

LINUX 

NGINX 
SCALING



Online banking: full-circle design, 

development and integration. 

Adaptive web, mobile applications 

design, development, integrations with 

CBS and processing.

BANK RUSSIA



Bank’s goal is to win the race in retail banking, to compete leaders of russian market. 

Single-page application made with Ruby on Rails, Elixir and Ember.js made it possible.



Mobile product to find fitness-trainers and 

book group sport activities. All kind of 

sports, activites and workout timetables, 

full recalls. Now everyone can rearrange 

his sport-life in a single mobile application.

TOTEM



Product for US market enabling all roles 

to find each other in one places, dozens 

of usage scenarios. We’ve put a serious 

functionality in a simple for usage 

application.



Modern Trulia competitor was supported with 

our ideas, development, design, scalable 

backend and mobile applications for iOS and 

Android.

REAGENT



Invite-only social network gives access to 

trusted offers of residential and 

commercial real estate, deal closing and 

live chat inside the application.



24INTOUCH
Learning international languages and 

don’t want to waste your time finding 

teachers and coordinating the time? 

We’ve created 24intouch to learn 

languages with native-speakers via online 

video+audio communication and cost per-

minute.



Adaptive multi-language web-site, scalable backend, mobile applications for all actual 

platforms for students and teachers, per-minute billing, audio/video communications, chat 

and WebRTC technology.



MOBITECH ONLINE

Open knowledge database (like Wikipedia) of open technologies in mining, transportation 

and storage of petroleum products. Wiki-social portal for amateur and professional oilmen.



We delved into customer’s specifics, 

consumer and market details to create 

UX, design which became the foundation 

of the product.

База Технологий



SOVEREIGN BANK
Four full-stack mobile application for 

phones and tables Apple and Android were 

pushed to the commercial usage in 4 

month. Including design creation.



Bank’s shareholders confidence in us made possible to reach the market as fast as 

possible. We’ve made decisions about design, development and integration on our own.



MAPIDY

Task-manager and GTD software without 

to-do lists. We’ve visualized the online 

product in a mindmapping way to make 

delegation easy and comfy.



Single-page application was delivered using Ruby on Rails and Ember.js. 

After testing this technology stack we’ve put it in our banking products.



ROSCREDIT 
ONLINE

Online bank and mobile bank applications 

for iOS and Android with 25 000 active 

clients. We’ve made client banking 

timeline, payments, online deposits 

interesting and neat even for 45y.o.+ 

audience.



Remote banking platform perforfming 

great both on work days and on 

weekends. Thanks to Ruby on Rails, 

Ember.js, ElasticSearch, Redis and Nginx.



TOYOTA

We bring out experience and ideas in 

every product and for every client. These 

ideas help reaching requested targets and 

goals. We’ve put iBeacons in Toyota and it 

worked perfectly.



The most visited stand at the exhibition, 

636 active social posts #ToyotaMIAS, 

12,279 likes, 700 entries 

for a test drive - it is only a small part of 

the result for Toyota in 2 days.



ROSCREDIT 
PROMO

Sometimes we do unusual print/outdoor/POS/etc materials that 

accompany and convey the spirit and ideas of our technology products.



We do create brave outdoor-advertising, unusual business cards, beautiful printed products. 

It is not our main profile, but it does not prevent us from releasing the result with a twist.



CENTRO FASHION

Probably we are one of the first who made Lookbook mobile applications.  

And we delivered this bright experience to the fans of Centro Fashion brand.



Strong integrations with company’s 

internal systems made the UX 

requirements more complicated. 

But we succeed.
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